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Southern Regional Technical College becomes 200th school to leave CDX for Electude 

 

Electude, the leading global provider of automotive e-learning solutions, announced today that 

Southern Regional Technical College and all of its affiliated campuses have chosen to adopt the 

Electude e-learning solution.  In doing so, SRTC has become the latest in a long list of schools 

that have left CDX for Electude’s interactive and simulation-based solution. 

Thomas Snyder, President of Electude USA, explained, “We remain pleasantly surprised by just 

how many of our customers had previously used CDX and other smaller, outdated e-learning 

products.  What we found was that these customers had seen the value of e-learning early on, 

but now have simply switched to Electude because they felt it is a superior option to their initial 

selection.”  Mr. Snyder continued, “We are delighted with the choice that Southern Regional 

Technical College has made. We have already begun working with their staff to ensure a 

smooth transition and implementation of Electude.  We value having such a prestigious college 

as a customer. Also, we admire their focus on providing a first-class education to their students.” 

“I was very familiar with Electude, as it is used by many automotive programs across Georgia,” 

said Mason Miller, SRTC’s Automotive Technology Program Director. “I find Electude to be 

much more effective and engaging than the previous solution used by SRTC.  The students 

learn more and it costs less.  Some decisions are just easy to make.”  

More than 750 schools in the United States and Canada are currently using Electude. 

 

 

About Electude: Electude (www.electude.com) is the world's leading automotive e-learning 

company. Electude has been built on a quarter century of experience in providing students with 

the most effective, engaging and enjoyable method of learning. Electude also prides itself on 

focusing on equipping instructors with the techniques, tools and training to give students the 

best educational experience possible. With over 3,000 customers, in over 50 countries, spread 

over 6 continents, Electude is available in more than 30 languages. Electude is a true 

educational innovator that provides the most comprehensive and effective automotive e-learning 

solution currently available in the market.  
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